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Disapproving Rabbits
by Sharon Stiteler
This is a cute book full of rabbit photos and disapproving
captions. Since Annie has three rabbits of her own she
totally sympathizes with the author of this book. Rabbits
have been secretly disapproving of all our non-rabbit
ways.

Bird Feeding Makes a Difference

This is an article from our customers, Mr. and Mrs. Fritzke that I
thought was one of those “Aha!” type articles. It is an excerpt from Nature
magazine, dated 2/14/08:
Households that regularly sprinkle a few breadcrumbs and nuts on
a bird table during winter are probably having a massive impact on
bird breeding success in spring. Gillian Robb and Stuart Bearhop at
Queen’s University Belfast in Northern Ireland and their team paired
ten patched of deciduous woodland according to ecological and
landscape features. They then simulated garden feeding in one of each
pair by hanging wire mesh peanut feeders from trees from the start of
November until early March. On average, birds at the supplemented
sites laid their eggs earlier and raised nearly one extra surviving chick
per nest than those in the unsupplemented sites, even though clutch
sizes were the same.
Makes sense, I think.

We get asked that question frequently from people just starting out
with a suet feeder. If you have a seed feeder that your birds are accustomed
to visiting and then add a suet feeder, the birds tend to ignore it. I found
that if you are persistent (making sure that the suet stays fresh) a curious
bird will give it a try eventually and then other birds will follow. That
“curious” bird is usually a chickadee, but you may also get a titmouse, jay,
woodpecker, or nuthatch. If you’re really lucky you’ll get an insectivore, like
a kinglet or bushtit. For best results, make sure the suet you choose contains
nuts, like peanuts, almonds, or pecans. If your squirrel won’t leave it alone
switch to hot pepper suet or you can put a small squirrel bafﬂe over your
suet feeder. And, it never hurts to change the location of your suet feeder.

Events...
Bringing Back the Natives Garden Tour
Sunday, May 4, 10am-5pm

Registration is open for this free tour throughout Alameda and Contra Costa counties.
Participants can choose from sixty showcase native plant gardens. They will have the opportunity
to learn how to select and care for California native plants, lower their water bills, design a lowmaintenance garden, attract butterﬂies, birds, bees and garden without using pesticides.
A number of these gardens provide excellent bird and butterﬂy habitat; lists of winged creatures
spotted in gardens (and the plants that attract them) can be found in the “Preview the 2008 Gardens” section at www.BringingBackTheNatives.net.
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Birding for Everyone
By John C. Robinson
The sixth book from author and
natural history tour guide, John C.
Robinson, will appear on book shelves
in late April 2008. John led East Bay
Nature bird walks for over a decade.
Birding for Everyone is John’s effort to introduce nature
to as many people as possible from diverse walks of life.
Annie really likes the cover! Reserve your copy now!
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Annie has been reading up a storm and can’t decide on
her favorite book this time…so she has selected two!
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Lindsay Wildlife Museum Events
1931 First Avenue
Walnut Creek, CA

Art Exhibits
We’ve got new ideas--as always!
Treasure Boxes
Beautiful jeweled ﬂower on each
tiny box. A different ﬂower for
each month of the year.
Spring Things
Bright, cheery
ceramic bird wind
chimes...New
soothing music from
Somerset…Garden
Signs (All God’s
Creatures Welcome
Here, The Time to
be Happy is Now-The
Place to be Happy
is Here, Welcome)…
Stake feeders
that look like pretty
daisies…Yellow
jacket traps that
are made of glass
and actually look
attractive in the
yard!

Joan Baker Designs
New designs on vases
and sun catchers.
Mason Bees
Okay, what
Mom would not
appreciate a mason
bee gift? We have
mason bee houses,
books, DVDs, and
don’t forget the
cocoons. The bees
are ready to hatch
and get pollinating!
Purses, Wallets, Coin Purses
Bright butterﬂy, ladybug, and
paw print patterns. A reversible purse?
Yep, plain on one side and patterned
on the other. Really
cool stuff and not
expensive. Please

note: These may
not be available
until April!

Huge Toadstool
Yes, it’s actually a stool that looks
like a big mushroom. Seems to
hold my weight although Annie
looks a little less silly on it.

It’s time to get the bird houses cleaned and re-hung. Remove the old nest from last year (or
anything else that may have used the box). Hang the house 8-10 feet off the ground or attach it
to your own house under the eaves. Poles also work if they are tall enough.
Now is the absolute worst time to prune trees and shrubs. The birds and squirrels are nesting and cutting down limbs may leave you with
a fallen nest with eggs or babies inside. If you have any survivors and they cannot be returned to their original location, they should be taken to
Lindsay Wildlife Museum hospital for care. The best time to prune, for the critters sake and for the health of your trees and plants, is in late fall or
early winter. If you must prune be sure to check for nests ﬁrst.

Windows to Wildlife

Nature Paintings and Illustrations by Chuck Todd through April 1, 2008
The artwork of illustrator, visual journalist and sequential artist Chuck Todd has appeared
in newspapers, magazines, literary journals and annual reports over the past ﬁfteen years. In addition to freelance projects, Chuck is presentation editor at the Contra Costa Times.

Tonic of Wildness

Art of Scott Peery April 16 through July 16 with reception May10 6pm-7:30pm
Many of you have purchased this local artist’s beautiful artwork and greeting cards here
at the Store. You can see his full collection on display at Lindsay Wildlife Museum.

Natural History Exhibit
Bringing the Condors Home March 19, 2008 - June 16, 2008
California Condors (Gymnogyps californianus) are the largest North American land birds
and among the largest ﬂying birds in the world. They are also one of the most endangered bird
species on the planet. “Bringing the Condors Home” details one of the most challenging conservation efforts of all time–the struggle to restore wild and captive populations of the California
condor.
Call 925-935-1978 or visit www.wildlife-museum.org for more information.

Kolchisponin (What the heck…?)

This is a Georgian herbal remedy (for us humans) taken to maintain normal blood
pressure and cholesterol levels. It is an extract of the herb Tribulus terrestris and is very popular
in the Republic of Georgia. I am working on getting more Georgian remedies imported. Pick up
some literature next time you’re in.
I’m continually looking for new products to
supplement our pet products. I’ve added a few new items
in response to customer inquiries:
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Schweat Cat Litter- Natural wheat litter that is biodegradable, certiﬁed ﬂushable, non-toxic,
and safe. Contains no fragrance, clay, chemicals, and eliminates odor.
Fish Flakes- We carry goldﬁsh, marine, and freshwater ﬂake food for ﬁsh.
Glucosamine/Chondroitin for cartilage development and joint health for dogs
and cats
Vita-Pet Tab vitamins for dogs

Seed Prices ------ Ouch!
We’ve seen more seed price increases in the past six months than
we have in the past several years. Why? This is the ofﬁcial explanation
from our seed distributor:
“Seed prices are up across the board due to world
demand, and the fact that the push for ethanol has
increased corn acres at the expense of other crops.
To put it on the line, I do not see prices going down
for a few years. With the current prices of corn and
wheat driven by world demand, poor overseas crops,
and the need to ﬁght corn for production acres we are in for
tighter supplies than we have seen in prior years.”

Clip and Save

Keep in mind that this is affecting seed prices throughout the
country, not just locally. Hopefully something unforeseen will give us
some relief.

East Bay Nature
1270A Newell Avenue
Walnut Creek, CA
94596-5204
Phone (925) 407-1333
Fax (925) 937-6291
Store Hours
10:00 AM - 6:00 PM
(Mon. thru Sat.)
12:00 PM - 6:00 PM
(Sunday)
Web
www.eastbaynature.com
Joanie Smith, Owner
joanie@eastbaynature.com
Newsletter Design
Jim Gahl Designs
jg_designs@comcast.net

We will be closed:
Easter Sunday
March 23rd
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I’ve never had
the pleasure
of rehabbing
How about 50?
goldﬁ
nches
for
Lindsay
Wildlife
Goldﬁnches, that is. Depending
Museum
although
I’d
love
to if
on how many nyjer thistle feeders
I
had
the
time.
They
are
such
you have in your yard the number
cheerful, sociable little guys. They
keeps growing. American Goldﬁnch
belong to the family carduelis for
or Lesser Goldﬁnch, they are
those of us ﬂuent in Latin. The
hungry. They have a couple things
on their bright yellow minds--either Americans are about 5” long and
in the spring/summer the
bulking up to migrate
males are bright yellow with
north or preparing
black wings, white wing
for the breeding
bars and a black cap on his
season here. The
head. The female is a duller
Americans generally
yellow-green. Winter birds
leave for cooler
vary from yellowish brown
climates and the
to dull gray. Unfortunately
Lessers stay to nest.
They start arriving
American Goldﬁnch for us the Americans leave
for the summer. The Lesser
in November and the
Goldﬁ
nch is about 4-4 ½” in length.
numbers build depending on your
The
males
have a green back
area and depending on what you
(instead
of
the American male with
serve for dinner. Their favorite food
yellow
that
extends all the way
is nyjer, a tiny black seed that is
around
the
head
and shoulders).
more closely related to sunﬂower
The
female
has
under-tail
covert
seeds than anything else and not
feathers
that
are
yellow
instead
of
at all related to thistle. So, how did
white
like
the
American
female.
We
we ever come up with the name
also have the Lawrence’s Goldﬁnch
thistle? It’s most likely because
that is mostly pale
goldﬁnches are perfectly
gray or brown
adapted to clinging upside
with yellow on the
down or right side up on our
chest. The male
native wild thistle. Picture
has a black face.
the beautiful yellow bird on
It is rarely seen at
the purple thistle ﬂower.
feeders in this area.
They also enjoy rosemary,
I’ve only had one
cosmos, birch tree seeds,
Lawrence Goldﬁnch
and shelled sunﬂower seeds
Lesser Goldﬁnch
sighting
at a feeder in
(chips). Right now, my Pure
San
Ramon
several
years
ago.
Patio Mix (chips, peanuts, millet),
Goldﬁ
nches
are
not
cavity
Finch Mix (½ nyjer, ½ chips), and
dwellers.
They
build
twiggy,
grassy
nyjer thistle feeders are equally
cup
nests
in
low
trees
or
bushes
busy. Say thistle feeder. Now try
and produce 3-6 pale bluish eggs.
saying it ten times in a row quickly
The Lesser Goldﬁnch song is a fast,
before your tongue ties itself into a
musical twittering, including brief
permanent knot. Go ahead……ha!
imitations of other birds, whereas
I knew it.

Number 1

the American
Goldﬁnch
song is more
of a jumbled
twittering
with variable
patterns. Its
call in ﬂight
is a cheery
potato-chip
while the
Lawrence’s is
a high tinkle.
Okay, let’s eat
and where’s
the bathroom.
The most
fascinating
thing about
goldﬁnches is
their ability to
cling to mesh
feeders in large
numbers, pick out a tiny nyjer seed
and shell it--all in the blink of an
eye. Many people complain about
the pile of “seeds” on the ground
not realizing it is mostly shells.
Shells that don’t break down too
quickly, I might add. I went out
to ﬁll my thistle feeder the other
day and discovered a huge crop
of “hair” growing underneath the
feeder. It was long, thick, dark
“hair”. I had the urge to either
brush it or pet it. Anyway, it’s
probably a good idea to clear away
the shells every now and then.
So, put some Finch Mix,
Pure Patio Mix, or nyjer thistle in
your feeders, sit back, listen to
the cacophony of chirps, twitters,
tweets, and tinkles and enjoy your
lemon drops while you can…
Bless the birds ~

- Joanie, Annie
and Molly
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1270A Newell Avenue
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(925) 407-1333
www.eastbaynature.com
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